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Pillow Talk 
(Gordon, USA, 1959)
Component 1

Core study areas: 
 • Film form 
 • Contexts 

Additional study areas: 
 • Genre

Rationale for study: Pillow Talk is the epitome of 
the popular romantic comedies (or ‘sex comedies’) 
of the 1950s and 1960s. It marks the first of the 
Day-Hudson collaborations, and saw Day’s image 
move to a more ‘sexual’ nature (whilst still basically 
remining true to the spirit of the Hays Code). It is to 
be studied in comparison to When Harry Met Sally.

STARTING POINTS - Useful 
sequences and timings

Opening: establishing the issue of the 
party line

Three scenes involving the 
obstetrician (including the final 
scene): looking at gender constructs/
norms

Scene in telephone company: single 
woman and pregnancy

Jonathan gifting the car: rejection 
from Jan

CORE STUDY AREAS 1 - STARTING 
POINTS - Key Elements of Film Form 
Cinematography

 • Soft-focus lighting is used in close ups on Jan 
Morrow (Doris Day), for example – the last shot 
of Jan in the film. 

 • The low-key lighting establishes Brad’s (Rock 
Hudson) bachelor pad as an intimate setting 
when he is entertaining women. This is reflected 
in the Connecticut house scene, where he and 
Jan are enjoying their first evening together, 
before she discovers his true identity. 

Mise-en-scène

Image by Moviestore Collection Ltd / Alamy Stock Photo 

 • Jan’s and the other female characters’ clothes are 
used to portray their role in Brad’s life. From the 
opening, Jan is wearing a pastel blue nightgown, 
in contrast to the woman Brad is talking to on 
the phone. In her final appearance in the film, 
Jan is wearing pastel blue pyjamas when carried 
by Brad to his apartment. Her clothes throughout 
are glamorous, but tasteful, in comparison to 
some of the sultrier females associated with 
Brad. 

 • This film established Day’s ‘sexual virgin’ 
image, with lots of whites and creams. White is 
worn by Jan when she declines the ‘advances’ 
of Tony, when she meets Brad for the first time, 
and when she discovers his true identity.
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Editing

 • The use of split screen is crucial in establishing 
the relationship between Jan and Brad. The 
opening sees Jan ‘inserted’ between Brad and his 
latest conquest. The editing of these sequences 
are mirrored somewhat in the film When Harry 
Met Sally. 

 • There are a series of three montage sequences of 
New York, with Brad and Jan super-imposed, to 
represent their flourishing relationship.  

Sound

 • The film opens with Doris Day singing 
‘Pillow Talk’ over the credits, establishing her 
character’s aim through the repeated refrain 
‘there must be a boy for me’ and connecting the 
audience with Day’s previous work as a musical 
leading lady.

 • Voiceovers are used throughout the film 
to establish Jan and Brad’s inner thoughts, 
particularly in the date scenes where Brad is 
masquerading as ‘Rex’. These create comic 
effect for the audience. 

CORE STUDY AREAS 2 - STARTING 
POINTS - Contexts
Social

 • The rise of feminism and the role of independent 
working women in post-war America. 

 • We see Jan as a happy, successful working 
woman who is confident and able to reject offers 
of marriage from millionaire Jonathan. Jan still 
requires saving, with Jonathan acting as saviour 
and two working-class men in the diner (when 
she is slapped by Jonathan for being hysterical). 

 • There is a brief cameo from Perry Blackwell as a 
black singer who is friendly with Jan and Brad. 

Cultural

 • Despite Jan’s self-confessed contentedness, 
marriage, family and even pregnancy are key 
elements from the start (such as the fertility 
goddess). Jan’s housekeeper, Alma, represents 
the perils of being an unmarried older woman 
(heavy drinking, lack of romantic life etc). 

 • There is comic use of the obstetrician’s office, 
Alma and Harry (the doorman) uniting at the 
end, and Brad carrying Jan ‘the bride’ across 
the threshold. These all consistently reinforce 
heteronormativity within the film and there are 
sequences that allude to sexual/gender diversity 
as ‘perversions’. 

Political

 • The Hays Code had been revised earlier in 
the decade and the film has some more risqué 
content (such as the split screen bathtub scene, 
which makes it appear as though Jan and Brad 
are in the bath together). 

 • However, throughout, Day maintains her 
‘sexual virgin’ image in this Classic Hollywood 
narrative, until it concludes with references to 
marriage/baby.

Institutional 

 • Universal Pictures finally developed the film 
after almost 15 years of development issues 
between RKO Pictures and the producers. 

 • At one point, the title was changed from Pillow 
Talk as this was deemed too provocative by the 
Production Code Administration (responsible for 
applying the Hays Code). 

 • It was a Box Office, and a critical hit for the 
studio which led to Day, Hudson and Randall 
starring in two further romantic comedies for 
Universal. 

ADDITIONAL STUDY AREA: Narrative, 
including genre

 • The use of false or mistaken identity is a classic 
motif in romantic comedies, used not only in the 
genre as a whole, but also by other films of this 
era, such as Billy Wilder’s Some Like it Hot, also 
released in 1959. The narrative follows a similar 
structure to When Harry Met Sally, where 
following a variety of obstacles, the characters 
reunite in the final moments of the film. 
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KEY SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Opening Sequence – Credit Sequence 
and Party Line (0.00-6.27)

 • Opening credits with Doris Day (known 
musical star) singing ‘Pillow Talk’ introduces 
the theme of a lonely girl pining for a ‘boy’. 
This is paired with two anonymous characters 
in bed (representing Brad and Jan) separated 
by the titles. Establishing the moral code of 
the film.

 • The split-screen establishes Jan Morrow by 
‘inserting’ her between both of Brad’s female 
callers (Eileen and Yvette). She dominates 
through her position in the frame and the 
narrative resorts to her apartment when she 
hangs up.

 • The apartment represents a successful female 
– pastel pinks, blues and whites dominate.

 • Jan’s costume changes as she leaves the 
apartment, wearing dark colours, furs; she is 
prepared to enter NYC for a successful career 
and to address her issue with the party line 
with the telephone company.

The Truce and Bedroom Problems 
(13.08 – 16.53 )

 • Alma wearing browns, suffering with a 
hangover, is in stark contrast to Jan’s bright 
teal pyjamas. The tragic, single, unhappy 
woman.

 • Split screen of Jan and Brad – their costume, 
props, action and positioning in the frame 
mirror one another and establishes them as a 
romantic match, despite the heated dialogue 
shared between them as they call a truce.

 • A medium 2-shot between Alma and Jan 
(separated by the kitchen counter) reflects the 
differing views on single women.

 • The sequence ends with Jan’s voiceover 
repeating ‘Bedroom problems’ whilst 
reflecting in her bedroom mirror – her 
assertion at her happy, single life is 
undermined by this moment of self-doubt. 
This sequence is repeated in a similar scene 
with Brad in his apartment later in the film 
(22.25).

Bathtub Sequence (50.00-51.25)

 • Following a range of dates, we see Jan and 
Rex/Brad talking on the telephone. Both 
are positioned to mirror one another and the 
sequence suggests physical intimacy.

 • The split screen again mirrors their suitability. 
The feet ‘touching’ suggests their sexual 
chemistry whilst the use of bubbles and 
camera position means nudity is only 
suggested.

 • The dialogue suggests that the two are in 
love and that Jan has ‘changed’ – she is now 
willing to ‘break a date’ she has with Jonathan 
to be with Rex.

Brad questions ‘Rex’s’ Sexuality 
(57.00-58:10)

 • The use of split screen allows Brad to 
question Jan in regards to ‘Rex’s’ morals.

 • The use of homosexual stereotypes by Brad 
to question Rex’s lack of sexual advances 
towards Jan: ‘collects cooking recipes’, 
‘devoted to mother’, ‘exchange bits of gossip’ 
– this suggestion is shut down by Jan with 
‘You’re sick’, reinforcing the heteronormative 
values of the film and time.


